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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

This document represents the final version of deliverable 5.6, i.e., the Parallel and 

Distributed Workflow Execution Engine component of Crossminer (from now on 

referred to as the Crossflow platform); its purpose is to provide an overview of this 

system and its capabilities, offering a complete picture of the functionality provided. It 

focuses on the execution of Crossflow workflows (D5.2), i.e., user-defined knowledge 

extraction workflow specifications created using the workflow development tools 

(D5.5), in a parallel and distributed manner. Within this deliverable, the focus is on 

detailing the various technologies used to achieve this result as well as describing how 

they interoperate. The document is structured as follows. First, an overview of the 

system is provided, alongside a running example used to provide a narrative use-case of 

the system throughout this report. Secondly, an updated version of the workflow 

metamodel (language) is presented, focusing on why these changes were necessary for 

achieving the additional functionality required by the workflow engine, when compared 

to the previous version (D5.2). Finally, the various technologies used by the system are 

presented, detailing their roles and how they interoperate for producing a cohesive 

platform for the creation, manipulation and execution of workflows.   
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The delivery of an integrated platform for the development of complex software systems that offers 

monitoring, in-depth analysis and evidence-based selection of OSS components, can require 

knowledge extraction and analysis from large OSS repositories. For example, before deciding 

which projects need to be analysed by the Crossminer platform, users can identify a list of potential 

projects of interest by means of a distributed workflow. Hence, the development of a system that is 

both capable of describing generic task descriptions as well as efficiently processing such tasks is 

necessary. 

The goal of this deliverable is to report on the final version of the execution engine that supports the 

parallel and distributed execution of workflows. This execution engine enables engineers to run 

Crossflow workflows both locally, i.e., parallelising execution over multiple cores, and in high-

performance computing infrastructures, i.e., parallelising execution over multiple network-

connected nodes. 

Figure 1 depicts the integration of Crossflow in the Crossminer architecture. On one hand, 

workflow specifications, i.e. Crossflow models created by the employing workflow development 

tools described in Sections 3-4 of D5.5, can be executed by metric providers by instantiating the 

Crossflow Java API, detailed in Appendix A. On the other hand, Crossflow workflow tasks can 

retrieve data from the Crossminer knowledge base REST API and use it accordingly.  
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Figure 1: Integration of Crossflow in Crossminer architecture. 
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This work has been published in the Mining Software Repositories (MSR 2019) conference (Ap-

pendix B.2). 

2. MOTIVATION 

In order to motivate the need for such a platform, we will use the following scenario, a simplified 

overview of which is seen below: 

 

Figure 2: Simplified motivating scenario 

In this scenario, a developer wishes to find out how popular various technologies are on GitHub, in 

order to decide which of them to start monitoring using the Crossminer platform. More specifically, 

they are interested in how many files of that technology are found in repositories containing at least 

one such file. A file is said to be of a specific technology if it has a specific extension (such as .java 

for Java files) as well as containing a specific keyword in its contents (such as the keyword class for 

Java files). 

In order to perform this analysis, the developer would have to perform the following steps: 

1. Search GitHub (using its public-repo API) for all files fitting the abovementioned conditions 

2. For each file retrieve the repository it is contained in 

3. For each repository perform the necessary analysis for finding out the number of files of 

each technology of interest, as well as other data such as the number of authors contributing 

to relevant files in that repository, number of commits etc. 

This process can be done using a custom program but will quickly reveal a variety of challenges, 

such as those faced by [1]. Not only is such a program difficult to create, it is also specific to the 

needs of this single scenario: it is bound to the GitHub API as well as to performing analysis on 

GitHub repositories. Furthermore, executing such a process will likely require a substantial amount 

of resources in order to process the vast amount of data that will be retrieved from GitHub, 

something that is well suited for parallel and distributed execution, further increasing the 

complexity of the process. 

As such, a general-purpose system for the creation of knowledge extraction workflows would be of 

benefit to the developer, who can then focus on their core mining/analysis logic and delegate the 

infrastructure and distribution concerns to the platform.  
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2.1 TECHNOLOGY CHANGES 

The final version of this platform uses a different set of libraries for its execution when compared to 

D5.2. The reasoning for this change is motivated below. 

Early research into distributed execution engines like Apache Spark [2], Storm [3], Samza [4] and 

Flink [5], as well as distributed logging services like Apache Kafka [6] revealed that they are not 

well-suited for use by such a general-purpose workflow engine. More specifically, the following 

shortcomings were discovered: 

 Such tools do not have worker-specific capabilities as a primary concern (each worker is a 

homogeneous process in the workflow) 

o Workers may want to reject some of the tasks entirely (only perform computations 

for a specific subset of tasks in the workflow) 

o Workers may want to reject some of the input (of a specific task) given to them (only 

perform computations for input they are optimised for), and return the rest to be 

processed by some other worker 

 They do not consider caching of intermediate results 

 They do not offer an easy way to create tasks in multiple programing languages, for a single 

workflow 

As such, the platform uses a simple queueing framework: Apache ActiveMQ for communicating 

between its various components. This allows for fine-grained control over all aspects of the system, 

alleviating the constraints imposed by the other higher-level technologies. An in-depth look at how 

the platform achieves this can be found in Sections 6 and 7. 

3. CROSFLOW ARCHITECTURE  

This section contains the architecture of the final version of Crossflow: a general-purpose, 

language-agnostic distributed workflow execution platform. The section focuses on presenting an 

overview of the system, leaving any in-depth details and analysis to the remainder of the document. 

Figure 3 shows the high-level architecture of Crossflow: 

 The Crossflow metamodel (originally presented in D5.2, an updated version of which can be 

found in Section 0) is used to create Crossflow models through a graphical editor (details 

can be found in D5.5). Such models define the structure of the workflow as well as 

providing the necessary information for the creation of the generated code. 

 The Crossflow code generator uses this model, as well as the Java code provided by the 

Crossflow runtime to create: 

o Orchestration code for joining together the various tasks of the workflow so that they 

can be executed in a parallel and distributed manner. 

o Base classes for each workflow task, which need to be extended by the developer 
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o Implementation classes (stubs) that the developer fills-in with their execution logic 

o Packaging of the code to be executed on one or more machines (further details on 

this can be found in D5.5) 

 The packaged code can then be executed either programmatically or using the Crossflow 

web UI (detailed in D5.5) 

4. RUNNING EXAMPLE 

This section summarizes the running example originally described in D5.2, which will be used 

throughout the document in order to provide a cohesive narrative for the various capabilities of the 

Crossflow platform. 

 

Figure 4 shows a graphical representation of this example, created using the Crossflow diagram 

editor (detailed in D5.5). This example looks for instances of files from specific technologies on 

GitHub (using their file extensions and a keyword contained in the file as the matching metric). The 

repositories containing such files are then cloned locally and various analysis tasks are performed to 

calculate the number of repositories, files and authors for each such technology. Finally, this 

analysis data is aggregated and output. 

More specifically, the first time the example workflow is executed in a distributed setup, different 

worker nodes will end up with different cloned Git repositories as a result of the execution of their 

repository search tasks. The next time the workflow is executed (e.g. after a bug fix or after adding 

more technologies to the input CSV file),  repository search jobs, i.e. executing queries to the 

Figure 3: Crossflow architecture 
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GitHub API, are routed to nodes that already have clones of relevant repositories from the previous 

execution (if available). Thus, unnecessary cloning of the same repositories in different nodes as 

required by subsequent repository analysis jobs, i.e. requiring access to repository clones, is 

prevented. 

 

  

Figure 4: Running example (shown in Crossflow graphical editor) 
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5. UPDATED CROSSFLOW LANGUAGE (METAMODEL) 

 

Figure 5: Crossflow language – Final Version 

Figure 5 shows the final version of the Crossflow language, updated from D5.2: Figure 2. Key 

elements are detailed below: 

Task: Instances of Task are defined by name, execution restriction to only allow the master node to 

execute them (masterOnly), and output multiplicity (multipleOutputs). Moreover, tasks may 

manifest as instances of Source or Sink. Sources and sinks produce input and output for their 

containing workflow, respectively. 

Stream: Instances of Stream either represent queues or topics in a workflow model. Streams 

manifest as instances of Queue or Topic and receive input from tasks as well as produce output for 

tasks. Queues and topics are following the point-to-point and publish-subscribe subscription model, 

respectively. 

Type: Instances of Type represent data types for streams, and may specify multiplicity (isMany), 

existing (or intended) implementations through the value of the impl attribute as well as instances of 

their Fields, detailed by a name, multiplicity (many), and type.  

The key updates are detailed below: 

 The Configuration element is removed; its contents are now set in the Crossflow API 

instead (detailed in section 7). 

 TaskTypes is removed and handled using inheritance of the Task element: 

o Source denotes a task with no input streams, commonly used as the starting point of 

a workflow 
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o Sink denotes a task with no output streams, commonly used as the termination point 

of a workflow 

 CsvSource/CsvSink are specializations of such tasks that specifically read and 

write from/to Csv files. 

o CommitmentTask is a new type of task that does not automatically accept its input, 

but instead waits to receive it again (n times) before it commits to processing it. 

When it does not accept an input it returns it to its originating channel, to be re-

distributed to available workers. Such tasks are also referred to as tasks with 

preferences, as they will prioritise inputs they have already received in the past (for 

example input that had required data to be saved to the hard disk of the worker, 

which can now be re-used). Details into how this works can be found in Section 

7.1.5. 

o  OpinionatedTask is a new type of task that only accepts input fitting a specific 

condition (defined in the task itself). Similarly to CommitmentTask, any input 

rejected by this task will be re-sent to its originating channel to be re-distributed. 

Such tasks are also referred to as tasks with capabilities, as they will only accept 

input that they are able to process (for example a task receiving urls will only accept 

them if it is currently able to access the internet). Details into how this works can be 

found in Section 7.1.7. 

o ScriptedTask denotes a task that is implemented using a scripting language, by 

writing the script in the script attribute of the model itself. The code generator will 

then use an appropriate interpreter to run this script when the workflow is executed.  

 Language is a new element denoting the programing language the task is going to be 

implemented in. This allows for heterogeneous language workflows whereby some tasks are 

written in Java, some in Python etc. and will hence only be processed by workers written in 

the same language. NB: the master will always be running in a Java runtime environment. 

 configurations is a new reference a task can have to zero or more Type elements, denoting 

that this task needs to be configured before its execution. Details into how this works can be 

found in Section 7.1.4. 

6. CROSSFLOW EXECUTION ENGINE 

This section presents the runtime engine of Crossflow and how it interoperates with the code 

generators (presented below in Section 7). The engine is written in Java and relies on Apache 

ActiveMQ for inter-node communication. 

In Figure 6, the primary artefact is the Workflow, in charge of coordinating the execution of the 

various tasks and receiving and sending data between itself and the ActiveMQ broker. One such 

Workflow instance per execution will be the master, in charge of the overall execution and capable 

of running master-only tasks as well as sources and sinks. 
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Workflows have various built-in streams which expose execution-specific metadata to other 

workflow nodes as well as anyone subscribing to them (such as the web UI for example): 

 taskStatusTopic broadcasts information about the execution of tasks in this Workflow 

instance 

 streamMetadataTopic broadcasts information about the queues in the workflow (only 

the master will send messages to this channel) 

 taskMetadataTopic broadcasts information about the tasks in this workflow (only the 

master will send messages to this channel). This is a small subset of the data sent to the 

taskStatusTopic in order to avoid overloading external consumers with too many 

messages 

 controlTopic is used for coordinating multiple Workflow instances (for example a master 

and two workers) for keeping the workflow in-sync 

 logTopic broadcasts log messages from any Workflow instance 

 failedJobsQueue keeps any failed job to be handled 

 internalExceptionsQueue keeps any engine-specific failures to be handled 

A Workflow has a name, a unique ID (workers need to use the ID of the master in order to connect 

to it), a parallelization factor (each task in that Workflow instance will be parallelized n times) as 

Figure 6: Crossflow core runtime classes 
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well as optionally a collection of Task identifiers for Tasks that this Workflow instance does not 

want to execute at all (commonly used when a worker wants to avoid processing specific tasks).  

Finally, a Workflow can have a Cache so that any computations it performs (in one of its tasks) will 

be stored in it so that the next time the same computation is required, it is obtained from the cache 

instead. The cache is always stored by the master, defaulting to using the file system of the node 

(machine) it is running on. An in-depth look into how this is done can be found in Section 7, as the 

cache is directly used by the streams connecting the different tasks together (which do not exist at 

this stage as they are generated using the Crossflow model created by the user). 

It is worth noting that at this stage, Workflow instances do not know about tasks or channels 

between tasks, it is the job of the code generator to extend Workflow in order to orchestrate the 

execution of the actual tasks. An in-depth look into how this is done can be found in Section 7. 

7. CODE GENERATORS 

Other than the core orchestration code described above in Crossflow Execution Engine 6, the 

remained of the code necessary for creating a workflow is generated from a Crossflow model 

instance. To demonstrate this we will be using the running example from Section 4.  

Figure 7 shows a high-level view of the generated code for the running example. In order to keep a 

more detailed figure suitably sized, Figure 8 only shows one instance of a task (CodeSearcher), 

alongside all other relevant artefacts related to it. In both figures, yellow elements are core runtime 

classes, white elements are generated base classes and blue elements are implementation classes. In 

the latter figure we have the following generated base and implementation classes: 

 TechnologyAnalysis: this class, extending Workflow, is the orchestrator for running an 

instance of the running example workflow; it contains references to the various tasks and 

streams the workflow has. During deployment, one instance of this class will run for 

each worker (and one for the master). Note that for each task that is a not source or a 

sink, the reference is to a list of tasks, used to parallelise their execution for this node 

(machine) instance. 

 Technologies/Repositories: these classes, extending JobStream, represent the various 

logical queues connecting the workflow tasks together. Each such stream contains: 

o A list of its consumers: in the case of Technologies its only consumer is the task 

CodeSearcher 

o Three maps containing various ActiveMQ destinations (ActiveMQ queues); the 

keys to these maps are the identifiers for the matching destination. In the case of 

Technologies, these maps contain the following physical queues: 

 post: A single queue sending messages to the task CodeSearcher. 

 pre: A single queue receiving messages from the source task 

TechnologySource.  

 destination: A single queue sending messages to the matching post queue 

for the CodeSearcher task. 
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The reason for having collections of physical queues instead of a single one is 

that if there is more than one task consuming from the logical queue, each such 

consumer will have its own physical queue generated. 

Furthermore, the reason for having three such collections of physical queues 

(pre, destination and post) is to facilitate the caching of intermediary results: 

 Messages sent to the logical queue are actually only sent to its pre 

queue(s).  

 pre queues are consumed by the appropriate destination queues: If the 

cache is disabled, these messages are simply forwarded to the appropriate 

post queue(s) and consumed by task(s) (in the case of the Technologies 

queue they are consumed by CodeSearcher). If the cache is enabled, the 

engine checks it for any stored outputs from this queue and this specific 

message. If the cache does, then this output is retrieved and forwarded 

directly to the relevant output queue(s) of the consumer task(s), instead of 

being sent to them at all (in the case of the Technologies queue they are 

sent to the Repositories queue).  

 post queues are the only physical queues actually sending messages to 

tasks, one such queue for each consumer task, resulting in evenly 

distributing the messages amongst all workers and all parallel instances 

of such tasks (if the logical queue is not marked as broadcast, in which 

case it does not share the messages but instead replicates them to each 

consumer instead). 

Caches are only stored on the master workflow node since all queues 

communicate through the master. 

 CodeSearcherBase: this base class, extending Task, functions as a wrapper around the 

actual task implementation class, in order to provide the following functionalities: 

o Status updates whenever a task begins processing an element and when it 

finishes processing it 

o If the task has multiple outputs, then it will create a transaction waiting for the 

task to finish before sending any of them to their relevant streams. Hence if a 

task fails in the middle of processing an element none of its outputs will be sent, 

retaining a consistent state. 

o If the parallelization of the workflow is greater than 1, a shared Threadpool is 

used amongst the parallel instances of the task, and this wrapper is responsible 

for using it to execute the actual logic when there is a slot available  

Section 7.1 shows listing for the implementations of the various tasks of the running 

example. 

 Technology: this class, extending Job represents a single instance of a message to be sent 

along the workflow. In this case, this message is created by the source task 

TechnologySource to the stream Technologies and consequently consumed by the task 
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CodeSearcherBase. It contains fields for the data it stores, in this case two Strings: filExt 

and techKey. 

Finally, other than for the master workflow that is always running in Java, if any tasks are defined 

for any other programing language (through their language reference in the Crossflow model), then 

appropriate code for that language will be generated (calling the relevant code generators for that 

language), allowing for clients written in that language to be deployed, which can then process 

these tasks. 
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7.1 JAVA IMPLEMENTATION CLASSES 

After the code generation is complete, the developer can then complete the relevant implementation 

classes (stubs of which are created by the generator) with their analysis logic. An example of each 

type of such class is shown below: 

7.1.1 Source task 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Such tasks always have a produce method (line 13) that will get called once when the workflow 

starts. In this method, the developer can send any number of messages to the queues the source is 

connected to, by calling the method sendTo*() where * is the name of the queue in question. For 

example in line 23, an instance of Technology is sent to the queue Technologies. 

Line 16 uses workflow.getInputDirectory(), whereby workflow is a variable available to all tasks 

that references the workflow instance they are a part of. One of the methods of workflow is 

getInputDirectory() that returns the path of the input directory of this workflow, a folder containing 

files to be used by this workflow, commonly for the initial inputs of its source(s). 

Line 20 creates a new instance of Technology (a Job). This is the generated class for the data type 

and hence contains fields for the type’s contents. In this case the variables fileExt and techKey can 

be set using their setter methods (lines 21 and 22). 

All tasks have access to the workflow’s logger, such as on line 27. This logger sends messages to its 

own stream (as detailed in Section 6) and can be freely used by the developers for sending any 

messages they wish to see during task execution.  
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7.1.2 Generic Task 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Such tasks will commonly have one or more streams they are receiving messages from and one or 

more streams they are sending messages to. In this case the task receives messages from the 

Technologies stream, through the method consume*() in line 13. This task sends messages to the 

Repositories stream by calling the method sendTo*() in line 35. 

7.1.3 Master-only Task 
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Such tasks are identical in their Java API to the generic tasks above, but since they are defined 

(through their Crossflow model instance) as MasterOnly, they will only be executed on the master 

workflow. As such, any local variables they use, like the repos field in line 8, will never be 

replicated amongst multiple workers and can be safely used for aggregating data and performing 

global decisions. 

7.1.4 Configurable Task 
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Such tasks are similar to generic tasks but will also have a method for consuming one or more 

configurations. As such, line 69 contains the consume* method for the configuration with type 

TechonologyCollection. This method will have to return before any other consume method is called 

for this task (aka the consumeRepositorySearches method in line 52 will be blocked until the 

configuration method was received and processed its message). Hence the field technologies in line 

46 will always be fully populated before it is accessed by the remainder of the task’s methods.  

In order to provide such configuration files to their appropriate tasks, for each configuration type 

element a source is created upon code generation: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Similarly to any other source, it has a produce() method (line 12), but it will always send messages 

to a pre-defined configuration topic named *Topic where * is the name of the configuration type, in 

this case TechnologyCollection (line 25). 

7.1.5 Commitment Task 

The task listing in Section 7.1.4 (task RepositorySearcher) is also a commitment task, as well as a 

configurable task. Commitment tasks are identical in their Java API to generic tasks but will 

implicitly perform selective acceptance of incoming messages based on whether they have already 

seen the same message beforehand. For example the method in line 52 of the RepositorySearcher  

listing in Section 7.1.4 will not get called the first time a repository with name crossminer/scava is 

received, but only after the same repository have already been received (and hence rejected) N times 

where N is the value of the commitAfter attribute of the task in the Crossflow model. As mentioned 

in Section 0, every time such a task rejects a message, it returns it to its originating channel to be re-

distributed amongst any available workers. 

 

https://github.com/crossminer/scava.git
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7.1.6 Sink Task 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Such tasks are similar to generic tasks, but do not have any outgoing streams they can send 

messages to. As such, they are commonly used as termination points of workflows by storing output 

on disk or printing to console or the workflow logger. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

… 
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7.1.7 Opinionated Task 

The running example does not contain an instance of an opinionated task so the listing below uses a 

simple example instead. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In this example, this opinionated task receives instances of the Job Word (in the consume* method 

in line 8) and will count how many of them it has received, but only for the single word it has 

denoted as a favoriteWord. 

Opinionated tasks always have a Boolean method acceptInput() (line 13), which gets called before 

any of the consume*() methods of the task. If this method is true for this element, it is accepted by 

this task. 

As mentioned in Section 0, every time such a task rejects a message, it returns it to its originating 

channel to be re-distributed amongst any available workers. 

 

7.2 PYTHON GENERATORS 

Code generators for workflow workers in Python have been developed, offering similar 

functionality to those presented above, but generating base classes and implementation stubs in 

Python instead of Java. Since Crossflow aims at providing a language-agnostic framework and the 

use-case providers only need Java as their task implementation language, Python was chosen as an 

example of another popular language to be supported out-of-the-box. 

For example, the task CodeSearcher can be seen below: 
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Only tasks able to run on workers can be written in languages other than Java, as the master will 

always be running in a Java environment. As such, Sources, Sinks and MasterOnly tasks are not 

able to be written in and executed by other programing languages.  

 

8. INTEGRATION WITH THE CROSSMINER PLATFORM 

Crossflow is integrated with the Crossminer platform in two ways: Workflows can be executed by 

metric providers and Workflows can retrieve data from the knowledge-base to be used in their 

execution. 

8.1 EXECUTING WORKFLOWS FROM METRIC PROVIDERS 

If a metric provider wishes to execute a Crossflow workflow, it is able to do so by using the Java 

API of Crossflow: 

 The metric provider developer creates a Crossflow model using one of the tools 

demonstrated in D5.5, such as the graphical editor. 

 The developer generates the source code for this workflow using the context menus 

provided by the Eclipse user interface of Crossflow, as demonstrated in D5.5. 

 The developer bundles this code as an executable either by using the Eclipse plugin 

paradigm or by exporting it as a standalone jar archive, as demonstrated in D5.5. 

 The developer uses the Java API of Crossflow to create a new workflow and execute it 

within their metric provider. Crossflow’s Java API is detailed in Appendix A.  
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8.2 RETRIEVING DATA FROM THE CROSSMINER KNOWLEDGE-BASE TO BE USED 

WITHIN WORKFLOWS 

The Crossminer knowledge base exposes its contents through a REST API, as detailed in D6.5, 

Section 9.4. As such, a workflow wanting to retrieve data found in the knowledge base can simply 

use this REST API by creating the appropriate HTTP GET/POST request (available requests are 

seen in D6.5, Figure 36) within any workflow Task. For example a source task may retrieve project 

clustering data from the knowledge base and output the results obtained to a queue, so that they can 

then be analysed by further tasks in the workflow. 

9. RESTMULE 

RestMule [7] (Appendix B.1) is a framework, detailed in D5.4, comprising a set of reusable 

facilities that handle request rate quota, network failures, caching and asynchronous paging of http 

requests to online data sources like GitHub and StackOverflow, in a transparent manner. It does so 

by providing a code generator that produces API-specific Java libraries from open source service 

provider interfaces descriptions, i.e., a combination of OpenAPI-confirming JSON descriptions and 

service policy models that employ reusable facilities of the RestMule CORE plugin. RestMule 

allows developers to produce resilient remote-API clients from enabling them to focus on their core 

mining and analysis logic. Our initial evaluation demonstrated that such resilient clients can be used 

to express queries in a much more concise manner, whilst providing the resilience that would be 

necessary to execute them, which would otherwise have to be manually implemented.  

RestMule has been designed to return Data Access Objects (DAOs), which implement the RxJava3 

Observer interface, offering asynchronous access to the returned results, as they are being obtained. 

Moreover, both types of aforementioned DAOs return ReplaySubjects that maintain a copy of the 

data pushed to its subscribers such that all observers can get the same data upon request. This 

allows for RestMule to be easily integrated into Crossflow either as a Source task with pre-defined 

configurations into what it will fetch, or as an intermediary workflow task receiving as input the 

data required to form its queries to the remote data sources. Finally, by using Crossflow’s caching, 

retrieving data more than once is not necessary regardless of how many times a workflow accessing 

it is executed, allowing for an optimal use of possibly rate-limited remote API calls.  

10. CONCLUSIONS 

This deliverable presented Crossflow, the Crossminer component responsible for parallel and 

distributed execution of language-agnostic analysis workflows. Crossflow comprises a high-level 

domain-specific language used to define workflows, code generators used to convert this model into 

executable classes, and an execution engine used to execute them. Crossflow’s architecture is 

presented, focusing on how its various components are linked together in the system. The 

Crossflow language is detailed, focusing on any changes made for this final version, when 

compared to the earlier versions mentioned in the previous deliverables. A running example is used 

for demonstrating Crossflow is used in practice, focusing on the code-related aspects of the tool, 

leaving many of the user-facing components such as the model editors and web interfaces for D5.5. 

Finally it presented a summary of how Crossflow can be used by metric providers in Crossminer as 

well as how workflows can use data from the Crossminer knowledge base for analysis. 

Tables on the final status of the user and technology requirements related to WP5 of the Crossminer 

project can be found below, containing the requirement name and description, its overall priority as 

well as its final status.  
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TABLE ON FINAL STATUS OF USE-CASE PARTNER REQUIREMENTS FOR WP5 

 

ID Description Overall Priority Status 

U122 
Provides a mechanism to define a retrieval, cleaning 

and analysis process based on reusable components 
SHOULD Supported 

U123 
Provides a mechanism to play individual parts of the 

retrieval and analysis process 
SHOULD Supported 

U124 
Provides a mechanism to easily analyse new data 

sources and define new measures 
SHALL Supported 

U125 Able to use data from all existing data collectors SHOULD Supported 

U126 
Provides a mechanism to analyse and visualise data in 

an external tool (e.g. R, Tableau, .. Excel) 
SHOULD Supported 

U127 Provides a library of reusable components SHOULD Supported 

U128 
Provides a list of available data sets when building a 

new workflow 
SHOULD Unsupported 

U129 Provides R as a computing engine for analyses SHOULD Supported 

U130 
Able to identify if the developer is not using the most 

recent version of a library and provide notification 
SHALL Supported 

U131 
Provides a means to execute a workflow across data 

sets 
SHOULD Supported 

U132 Provides a means to execute a workflow across forges SHOULD Supported 

U133 Able to support different execution priorities MAY Unsupported 

U134 
Allows compositions of Crossminer and external 

results to support decisions 
SHALL Supported 

U135 Able to define specific formatting for the results SHALL Supported 

U136 
Able to process data sets from GitHub and 

StackOverflow 
SHALL Supported 
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TABLE ON FINAL STATUS OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS FOR WP5 

 

ID Description Overall Priority Status 

D47 The framework shall provide built-in support for net-

work/API error recovery 
SHALL Supported 

D48 The framework shall provide built-in support for data 

caching  
SHALL Supported 

D49 
The framework shall provide support for graphical 

editors for specifying knowledge extraction work-

flows  

SHALL Supported 

D50 The framework shall provide a Java API for specify-

ing knowledge extraction workflows  
SHALL Supported 

D51 The graphical workflow editors should provide sup-

port for auto-completion, navigation and refactoring  
SHOULD Supported 

D52 The framework shall provide parallel workflow exe-

cution capabilities  
SHALL Supported 

D53 The framework shall provide distributed workflow 

execution capabilities  
SHALL Supported 

D54 
The framework shall provide debugging facilities  

SHALL Supported 

D55 The framework shall provide workflow execution 

monitoring facilities  
SHALL Supported 

D56 
Workflow execution facilities shall be architecturally 

consistent with the platform so that workflows can be 

executed as metric providers  

SHALL Supported 

D57 Connectors shall be implemented for the APIs of 

GitHub, StackOverflow and Bugzilla  
SHALL Supported 

D58 Connectors should be implemented for GHTorrent, 

GitHub Archive and JIRA  
SHOULD Unsupported 

D59 The platform shall expose a REST API that workflow 

components can consume  
SHALL Supported 

D60 
The API of the platform should be formally specified  

SHOULD Supported 

D61 
Mining tools developed in WPs 2-4 and 6 should be 

embeddable as components in knowledge extraction 

workflows  

SHOULD Supported 

D62 
The platform shall provide facilities for running cus-

tom workflows and displaying the results in appropri-

ate dashboards  

SHALL Supported 
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APPENDIX A: EXECUTION USING JAVA API 

A workflow can be executed through a pure Java API after the relevant generation and implementa-

tion steps have been performed (as described in D5.5 as well as Section 7 (of this deliverable)). Us-

ing the generated class extending Workflow, all necessary configuration and lifecycle methods can 

be accessed. Using the running example and its generated TechnologyAnalysis class, below are the 

core methods available: 
 

method description 

setName(String) Sets the name of the workflow 

setInstanceId(String) Sets the unique identifier of the workflow – all workers need to 

use this identifier of the master workflow to connect to it  

setMaster(String) Sets the URL of the master workflow – all workers need to use 

this URL of the master workflow to connect to it 

setPort(int) Sets the port of the master workflow – all workers need to use 

this port of the master workflow to connect to it 

createBroker(boolean) Applicable to master workflows only – sets whether this mas-

ter starts a new embedded ActiveMQ broker (otherwise it 

needs to connect to an existing one) 

excludeTasks(Collection<String>) Any task names added here will not be executed by this in-

stance of workflow, allowing deployment of workers perform-

ing only select subsets of tasks 

hasTerminated() : boolean Returns whether this workflow has terminated, a blocking ver-

sion of this method is awaitTermination() 

setCache(Cache) Applicable to master workflows only – enables caching by set-

ting the cache – the in-built implementation is DirectoryCache 

setInputDirectory(File) Sets the directory where input files should be placed to be used 

during workflow execution 

setOutputDirectory(File) Sets the directory where output files will be created/updated 

during execution 

setParallelization(int) Can only be set before the workflow has started – sets the par-

allelization factor for this instance of workflow 
  

TechnologyAnalysis(Mode) Constructor – sets the Mode of this workflow to MASTER, 

MASTER_BARE (a master which is not also a worker) or 

WORKER 

run() / run(long) Starts the workflow with an optional initial delay of x ms 

createWorker() Convenience method to create a new worker for this master – 

should be called after the current instance is fully configured 

get*() -- where * is the name of 

any Task or Stream (such as 

CodeSearcher or Technologies) 

Since all tasks have access to their relevant workflow object, 

these methods allow for any task to access any other task or 

stream, allowing for them to send messages to any stream or 

access local data/variables from other tasks. NB: any data ob-

tained from other tasks will be local data from the 

node/machine the current workflow is running on 
 

The generators will create a simple example app using this API that can be executed to run the 

workflow on the current machine. The app will be named *App.java and will be found in the output 

folder of the generated code (alongside the implementation classes), where * is the name of the 

workflow, i.e. for the running example, the app will be named TechnologyAnalysisApp.java. 
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APPENDIX B: PUBLICATIONS 

B.1: RESTMULE 
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B.2: CROSSFLOW 
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